
Our Client

Oxford Summer School, founded in 1923, 

is a week-long highly interactive retail 

training programme with an outstanding 

reputation.  It’s mission is to “deliver an 

inspirational experience that challenges 

and develops retail managers, helping to 

give them the confidence and motivation 

to realise their potential”.  The residential 

course sees delegates working in groups 

of 20-30 through a series of case studies, 

lectures, tasks and learning sessions.

Leading Edge was approached by Oxford 

Summer School in 2011.  OSS wanted to 

create a credible training and coaching 

partnership with a training and 

facilitation business with unparalleled 

understanding of the retail sector.

Their Challenge

In 2012, the Oxford Summer School programme was refocused to offer 

targeted training at three clear levels of retail employees, from first time managers through 

to those approaching Board level.This meant the introduction of a new school at Foundation level 

to support those managers just starting on their journey in retail.  Self-awareness, communication skills 

and leadership skills are just some of the themes throughout the week.

Leading Edge was keen to be involved with the ‘young blood’ of retail at this prestigious event. The challenge was 

to create a module for the School which would help delegates identify their skills and development areas, 

particularly in communication and team working, increase their awareness of colleagues’ skills and styles and 

create a personal development pathway for each delegate. 

(Did we mention the two hour time limit?!)

       A big thank you to the Leading Edge team for your 

commitment and support in delivering both the Insights session 

and being principal partner at the new Foundation School.

Delegates found the session engaging and, having spent some time 

analysing their appraisal forms, I can conclude that we all now 

have a strong base to develop the way forward”

Dominic Prendergast, Managing Director

Our Model
We believe that the basis for all great development is self - 
awareness and decided to introduce the delegates to the 
Insights Discovery model.  Insights Discovery uses a simple 
and accessible four colour model to understand an individual’s 
unique preferences.  It helps individuals understand who they 
are and how they interact with others.

“We want an interactive, high-energy session that inspires, 

motivates and raises self-awareness, increases communication 

skills and identifies team working preferences. In two hours.”

“Hard work, action packed, social, inspiring
 my most enjoyable School week ever. 
 I really believe its been life-changing”.

Delegate, 2012
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Mark your preference with an X on the line below:

            THINKING           FEELING

            THINKING    

       FEELING

Preference to draw your energy from your internal world, through quiet reflection, focusing on your inner thoughts or ideas.
Spend energy during social interactionPrefer to’ think through’ problemsTend to reflect before acting or speaking

Preference to draw energy from the world around you, from ‘doing, from involvement in external events and contact with people.Gain energy from social interactionAttuned to external environmentTend to speak and act first, reflect later

Preference to make decisions from a detached standpoint by analysing the logical consequences of a choice or action. Applying objective criteria and using consistent rules and principles. Often trying to stand outside a situation to examine it objectively and analyse cause and effect

Preference to make decisions from an involved standpoint, by gauging the impact of actions on your personal convictions. Seeking harmony and judging the importance of the different values involved. Often placing yourself 
inside a situation so as to identify personally with its key values.

How are you energised? 

What does it mean...

How do you prefer to make decisions? 
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Questioning Reserved ObjectivePrecise Analytical Cautious
Driver

Purposeful
Strong-willed

Sociable Demonstrative Dynamic

Relaxed Stubborn CalmingCaring Encouraging Patient

Determined Affirmative Intolerant

Expressive Buoyant Frantic

Delegates completed an online questionnaire and received a detailed 
personal report in advance of attending the Summer School.  Leading 
Edge’s experienced consultants designed a highly participative 
session to discuss and reveal the impact of these preferences in the 
work environment, followed by a variety of ‘touch’ points throughout 
the week’s course. During the first evening at the School, delegates 
were guided through the Insights model by our expert and energetic 
facilitators, working with groups of up to 28 participants.We explored the four colours, what things each colour preference 
enjoys and finds challenging, how colour preferences shape 
communication, leadership and team working approaches, and 
encouraged delegates to recognise the best (and most demanding!) 
elements of their specific preferences.Chocolates and team work helped keep the pace lively and delegates 
discussed, explored, visualised and spent time working through their 
understanding on giant Insights wheels on the floor.
Planned Outcomes
• Delegates would have greater understanding of their leading,  
 managing and communicating preferences• Delegates have greater awareness of their own style and the impact  
 on group dynamics throughout the Summer School• Group working is achieved successfully throughout the Summer  
 School programme
• Delegates return to their workplace with a greater understanding of  
 their own and others’ potential preferences• Delegates avoid the potholes that many of us fall into when first  
 working in management positions!
The Results
Delegate feedback on the Insights session included:• A score of 98% on the usefulness of the session• Relevance to the workplace scored at 98%

Our Solution


